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       Feeling good about your life, but not expressing a heartfelt 'thank you,'
is like wrapping a gift for someone and never giving it to them. 
~Chip Conley

Social scientists have found that the fastest way to feel happiness is to
practice gratitude. 
~Chip Conley

Great leaders help their people see how they can directly impact the
company's objectives and their own personal goals. 
~Chip Conley

Maybe its time we get a toolbox that doesnt just count whats easily
counted, the tangible in life, but actually counts what we most value, the
things that are intangible. 
~Chip Conley

Companies and leaders are role models - not just with the business
community - but in the broader world. 
~Chip Conley

The more we ignore our emotions, the more likely they are to wield a
powerful influence over us. 
~Chip Conley

We rigidify our self-image to portray a certain identity to the world,
which is one of the key impediments to authenticity. 
~Chip Conley

What one thing can you start counting today that will actually be
meaningful in your life? 
~Chip Conley

Every five years, I like to do a big birthday party. I had my 45th birthday
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with 75 friends in Marrakesh, Morocco. 
~Chip Conley

Younger people tend to associate happiness more with excitement and
the future, while older people tend to associate happiness with
peacefulness in the present. 
~Chip Conley

Make curiosity a wonder-ful habit. 
~Chip Conley

Those of us who have been lucky enough to experience a calling in our
work have a certain faith and peace of mind that it's exactly when we're
supposed to be doing. 
~Chip Conley

Someone could be amazing at what they do, but if you don't like them,
why bother hiring them? 
~Chip Conley

In general, I'm not much into etiquette and am a rule-breaker and rebel
by nature. 
~Chip Conley

At the heart of great leadership is a curious mind, heart, and spirit. 
~Chip Conley

Letting an emotion move through you is healthy. Letting an emotion
define you is not. 
~Chip Conley

As leaders, we understand that intangibles are important, but we don't
have a clue how to measure them. 
~Chip Conley
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